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Presenter
Presentation Notes
“We envision a future where technology disappears into the background, where the screen is no longer a barrier, where the devices we have do more for us than we do for them.”“A future where your devices not only understand you and the mood you’re in, but understand your environment, the people around you and perhaps most importantly, understand each other, so that you don’t have to play the messenger.”



Technologies Researched

Sony LifeSpace UX
IllumiRoom

RoomAlive

HoloLens

Samsung Smart Home

Smart Textiles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“We conducted research to see what the main players in the home entertainment industry had in development and we looked at some emerging technologies that are on the horizon.”“One thing was evident, the entire home of the future will be a canvas on which your content can be consumed.”



FollowMe

ID

Initial Concepts

User-proximity-aware multi-room audio 
distribution framework for next generation 

Apple AirPlay devices. Tracks location based 
on iOS device or Apple Watch

RoboAquatics

Animatronic pool toys that can take on 
different forms by changing shape, colour 

and behavioural traits such as swarm 
intelligence, playful companionship or 

aesthetic decoration

SmartTextiles

Fabric with biometric and location-aware 
capabilities. Stores and transmits your unique 

personal profile wirelessly to compatible devices 
for analysis and personalisation

Dr.Selfie

Smart mirror for bathroom with health, beauty 
entertainment and notification features

SlideScreen

360º ceiling-mounted projection system 
utilizing eye-tracking to display image where 

viewer is looking and seamlessly hand-off 
from projector to projector turning every 

surface into one continuous screen

ConDemand

Aggregated search engine that displays results of 
media content from network storage, web-enabled 
devices, subscription services, pay TV and internet.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“We came up with a number of innovations and packaged them into one little box – Apple TV 2020 And we’d love to show it to you today.”










Apple TV 2020 Live Demo

https://youtu.be/4DGT2lXvUiU
https://youtu.be/4DGT2lXvUiU
https://youtu.be/4DGT2lXvUiU
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